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Abstract

Two meridian scanning photometers, one located in Alaska and one in Svalbard, are 

used to examine the behavior of the dayside aurora just before the onset of the ex

pansion phase of 61 substorms. In a strong majority of cases (80%), a poleward 

movement of the dayside aurora is seen in the minutes preceding substorm onset.

For the cases examined where a poleward movement of the dayside aurora is seen, a 

northward turning of the (generally southward) IMF is usually, but not always, seen. 

This suggests that for a majority of substorms, the “trigger” is, or is related to, a 

northward turning of the IMF which can be seen by the motions of the dayside 

aurora. The observed movements of the dayside aurora and supposed onset triggers 

begin, on average, 12 minutes before substorm onset, which is the period before on

set during which nightside “auroral fading” is known to happen. Two opposite but 

not necessarily exclusive behaviors of ionospheric convection have also been re

ported to occur during this period before onset, namely a decrease and/or an increase 

in polar cap convection velocities. Radar measurements of ionospheric convection 

are examined for these events but do not show an easily identifiable characteristic 

behavior.
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A motion o f the magnetic needle has been found which deserves the attention and wonder o f 

everyone. Who would have though that the northern lights would have a connection and a sympathy 

with the magnet, and that these northern lights, when they draw southwards across our zenith or de

scend unequally towards the eastern and western horizons could within a few minutes cause consider

able oscillations o f the compass needle through whole degrees?

-Olof Hiorter [1747]
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Those who live in the polar regions of our planet would say that a vivid display of the Aurora 

Borealis is perhaps one of the most spectacular sights the natural world has to offer. What 

makes a notable auroral display is, in addition to the bold colors, the stunning dynamics of the 

aurora. Sudden brightenings, complex changing forms, and often rapid movement across the 

sky make for captivating display that has led many to ponder the physical processes behind this 

phenomenon. Years of scientific study have yet to offer a complete description of the physical 

mechanisms for the complex dynamics of the aurora. However, common features and events 

have been identified and it has been shown that the aurora, while appearing to be an atmospheric 

phenomenon, is one part of a larger-scale system of interactions involving the Earth’s iono

sphere, magnetosphere and the Sun.

It is for this reason that the aurora is a phenomenon of particular interest in the fields of 

space physics and aeronomy. Observation of the aurora not only provides us with understanding 

of what is happening in the region of atmosphere approximately 100 km above the polar regions 

of the Earth, but also provides us with an understanding of what happens, on a much larger 

scale, when energy and particles that originate from the Sun interact with a planet’s (in this case, 

Earth’s) magnetosphere. One of the key features of the behavior of the aurora is an event 

known as an auroral substorm. While not as long-lasting or spectacular as a magnetic storm, 

caused when Earth is hit by a large discharge of particles from an event on the solar surface, a



substorm is a much more common event that can occur multiple times a night, with a duration 

on the order of an hour or two. A more detailed description of substorms will be given later in 

this chapter.

1.2 The Solar Wind, IMF, Earth’s Magnetosphere and Ionosphere

The sun, in addition to giving off the electromagnetic radiation that makes life possible on Earth, 

produces a steady stream of particles collectively known as the solar wind. These particles, be

ing a highly ionized gas consisting primarily of electrons, protons and doubly ionized helium, 

act as a plasma and are governed by the rules of plasma physics. With an average density of 

about 7 ions per cubic centimeter and an average radial velocity of about 450 kilometers per sec

ond, the plasma of the solar wind generally obeys what is known as the “ffozen-in condition” for 

the distance and time it takes to reach Earth from the sun. As a result, a parcel of plasma that is 

produced at the sun will “hold on” to the magnetic field in that region and cany it outwards with 

the flow of the solar wind. Thus the magnetic field of the sun is physically carried outward by 

the flow of the solar wind and magnetic field lines anywhere in the solar wind will be connected 

to the point on the surface of the sun from which that parcel of plasma originated.

This magnetic field, generated by the sun and carried by the solar wind, meets with 

Earth’s own dipole-like magnetic field and pushes it downstream to produce a comet-shaped 

cavity (with a single tail) called the magnetosphere (see Figure 1.1). Magnetic field lines origi

nating from Earth’s lower magnetic latitudes connect back to their conjugate point and retain a 

rough dipole shape (called “closed” field lines), while field lines in the polar region latitudes 

connect to the magnetic field of the solar wind (known as “open field lines”). On the night side 

of the magnetosphere, field lines in the region between the dipolar closed field lines and the 

open, polar-cap field lines are stretched down the shank of the magnetotail which extends down-

2
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Figure 1.1 Earth’s magnetosphere, from Paschmann et al. [2002]

stream to a distance on the order of 100 Earth Radii. These field lines can either close within 

the magnetotail or extend far enough down so that it is unknown whether they eventually close 

in on themselves or “open” out into the solar wind. It is on the field lines which are neither open 

to the solar wind, nor dipole-like in shape, that the most energetic and dynamic auroras are gen

erated although the physical process for how this happens has yet to be fully understood.

To make matters more interesting, the solar wind as seen by Earth is highly variable. 

Since the sun’s magnetic dipole axis is displaced from its rotational axis, the magnetic field that 

a body in the ecliptic plane intercepts varies as the sun rotates and magnetic field from different 

regions of the sun is encountered, so that from our perspective the direction of the interplanetary 

magnetic field is frequently changing. The speed and densities of the solar wind vary greatly
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too, especially when the Earth intercepts parts of the solar wind whose source regions on the sun 

are known as coronal holes, typically located near the poles, that produce a higher-velocity and 

lower-density flow. Although not directly related to this study, further variations of in the solar 

wind caused by solar events such as coronal mass ejections can affect Earth, often by causing 

magnetic storms.

The primary way through which the solar wind interacts dynamically with the magneto

sphere is through a process known as magnetic merging (often called “reconnection”). When 

two magnetic field lines with different sources are anti-parallel they can break apart and connect 

in the opposite configuration (see figure 1.2). In the new configuration, the field lines are pulled 

away from the merging site by magnetic tension, a restoring force (which can be derived from

Figure 1.2 2-dimensional sketch of magnetic merging from Kallenrode [2003]

the Maxwell Stress Tensor) that acts to straighten out bent magnetic field lines. Magnetic merg

ing happens in a variety of places on the surface of the magnetosphere for a variety of IMF ori

entations; however, it is magnetic merging at the magnetopause that has the biggest conse

quences for the dynamics of the dayside aurora.

When the z-component of the IMF is negative (in GSM coordinates), it is anti-parallel 

(or nearly anti-parallel) to the Earth’s magnetic field at the magnetopause. This leads to mag

netic merging, by which the newly merged field lines are pulled away from this area. These
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field lines map down into the Earth’s ionosphere which contains a high density of charged parti

cles that are dragged along with the base of the field line as it moves (see figure 1.3). The 

movement of these particles sets up a convection pattern in the ionosphere whose size and shape 

are determined by the location and strength of the merging which is itself controlled by the im

mediate orientation of the IMF (see figure 1.4). A general measure of the strength of iono

spheric convection is a quantity known as the cross-polar cap potential, which can be obtained 

by using radar observations to integrate the electric field across the distance between the centers 

of the two convection lobes. It is important to note, when using the polar cap potential that re

cent studies have shown [Bristow et al. 2004] that this quantity is much more highly variable on 

short timescales than would be expected from IMF conditions, so caution needs to be exercised 

when using the polar cap potential in relation to the IMF.

2 3 4 5 IMF Bz < 0

reconnecting segment of 
open to) - closed (c) 
boundary (merging gap)
non-reconnecting segment of 
a - c boundary tadiaroic)

Figure 1.3 Magnetic merging at the magnetopause and its relation to polar cap convection, from Sand- 
holtetal [2002]
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By< 0

Figure 1.4 Shape and strength of ionospheric convection as determined by the IMF, from Sandholt et el. 
[2002] The view is top-down of the northern hemisphere with the direction towards the sun being up.

U  General Characteristics of the Aurora

The most basic definition of the aurora is that it is light emitted from various atmospheric spe

cies that are excited when energetic particles strike the atmosphere. Both protons and electrons 

produce aurora at a variety of wavelengths although proton aurora are much more diffuse than 

electron aurora and are not generally visible to the naked eye. As protons enter the atmosphere, 

they capture electrons in collisions with neutral atmospheric particles becoming neutral them

selves, which makes them free to move across the magnetic field lines that restrict the move

ment of auroral electrons.

There are a great number of emissions in the electron aurora, with the two most-studied

MLT =  24



prominent ones occurring at wavelengths of 5577A (green) at 6300A (red). Both are forbidden 

transitions of atomic oxygen; the 5577 A emission is produced by a transition from the 'S state 

to the 'D state while the 6300A emission is produced by a transition from the 'D state to the 3P 

state which also produces an emission at 6364A [Vallance Jones 1974; Paschmann et al. 2002], 

The metastable excited states that lead to these transitions have lifetimes of 0.74s (*S) and 110s 

('D) which results in these emissions peaking at different altitudes. The 6300A transition, with 

its longer lifetime, occurs at higher altitudes (around or above 200km) where a lower particle 

density allows large numbers of the excited oxygen molecules to undergo the transition before 

being collisionally de-excited (quenched). The 5577A emission is usually the strongest and is 

produced at a lower altitude (around 100 to 200 km) than the red line due to the shorter lifetime 

of the excited state that generates it. At altitudes below 100km (where the green line is 

quenched) spontaneous emissions of nitrogen at a variety of wavelengths sometimes occur, of

ten producing a pink lower border to green arcs seen during active auroral displays.

The fact that the different emissions observed in the aurora occur at different altitudes 

provides a convenient tool for the observer with which the energy of the incoming electrons can 

be estimated. The higher energy the electron, the deeper it penetrates into the atmosphere. This 

means that an auroral display whose emissions are more concentrated at lower altitudes (lots of 

the oxygen green emissions, not much of the oxygen red emissions) is produced by a higher- 

energy population of electrons than one that is more concentrated at higher altitudes (less oxy

gen green, more oxygen red). Thus changes in the characteristic energy of the auroral electrons 

over a night (or other some other timescale) of observation can be seen by plotting the ratio of 

the intensities of the 6300A and 5511k emissions (the “red to green” ratio). Also used for this 

purpose are similar intensity ratios of 6300A to 4278A (“red to blue” ratio) and 8446A to 4278A 

[Rees and Lummerzheim, 1989; Ono 1993]

7



1.4 Historical Observations and Development of the Substorm Concept

Although the current definition of a substorm is given in the following section, a brief (and in

complete) history of the development of this idea may help prime the reader to better understand 

the present state of the research even though it is not information crucial to this study.

The concept of what we now call a substorm has its roots in early research into geomag

netism and the observed variability of Earth’s magnetic field on short timescales. For many 

years, what we now call substorms were grouped together with all geomagnetic disturbances 

and called “magnetic storms”, a name which is currently applied to a type of event that is dis

tinctly different from a substorm but originally had a more broad and ambiguous definition. In 

1724, George Graham noticed that large disturbances in the Earth’s magnetic field sometimes 

changed the angle of a compass needle. Later given the name “magnetic storms” by Alexander 

von Humboldt, they were a significant and possibly startling discovery because at that time, 

magnetism had only been observed to come from loadstone and other permanent magnets and 

was thought to be a stable, unchanging force similar to gravity [Chapman, 1940; Stem, 2002].

In 1741, Anders Celsius and his student, Olof Hiorter, reported that these disturbances were usu

ally accompanied by bright displays of the aurora, although this correlation went largely unno

ticed or unappreciated for some time [Stem, 1989].

There was great progress in the field of geomagnetism in the 19th century, following 

Hans Christian 0rsted’s landmark discovery in 1819 that electric currents generate magnetic 

forces. This caused some scientists in the mid 19th century to speculate that currents in the at

mosphere were the cause of magnetic disturbances observed on the ground, although opinions 

on the physical mechanism that generated these currents varied greatly. In 1852, the current 

concept of magnetic storms began to take form when Edward Sabine discovered that their fre

quency was correlated with sunspot activity [Pomerantz, 1974], Over the next few solar cycles,

8



magnetic storms and a possible solar connection became an interest of many scientists, not least 

of which because the storms would often disrupt telegraph communications, inducing currents 

that damaged lines and equipment and endangered the operators.

At the turn of the 20th century Kristian Birkeland was the first to correctly theorize that 

electrons, from space, enter the Earth’s atmosphere in a ring around the magnetic poles to cause 

the aurora and electric currents in the atmosphere. He also proposed the existence of “polar 

magnetic storms” which had “...a typical time scale of less than an hour, associated with the 

aurora and with electric currents which descended along auroral field lines and flowed horizon

tally along auroral arcs” [Stern, 1989]. Based largely on Birkeland’s work, Louis Bauer noted 

some differences between “polar” and “equatorial” disturbances and concluded that

Magnetic storms do not begin precisely at the same instant all over Earth. The abruptly 

beginning ones, in which the effects are in general small, are propagated over the Earth 

more often eastwardly though also at times westwardly ...further examination will 

doubtless show that, even for the quickly moving disturbances, the circuit is not made 

around a true parallel of latitude but around a magnetic parallel. [Bauer, 1910]

This was a correct recognition that polar disturbances had a beginning at some location, 

and traveled along lines of magnetic latitude, although westward propagation of the disturbances 

(called ccwestward traveling surges”) are actually more common that eastward ones. Bauer’s 

incorrect conclusion about the most common direction of propagation could have been ex

plained by a data set that disproportionately relied on instruments located in Europe. Due to the 

tilt of the magnetic north pole, the auroral zone is farther south when Europe is located to the 

east of 23:00 MLT, the approximate average magnetic longitude of a substorm onset, perhaps

9



making those instruments more likely to observe a substorm that begins to the west. The idea of 

a separate “polar storm”, however, did not take hold and was ignored by many prominent geo

physicists at the time, who continued to include Birkeland’s observations in the single, broad 

category of magnetic storms.

Independent of research into magnetic storms, the substorm pattern of behavior of the 

aurora may have been recognized as early as 1838 by E. C. Herrick in New Haven, Connecticut, 

who wrote that “...well marked and distinct seasons ofgreat brilliance or fits o f maximum inten

s i ty  were a “common feature of auroral exhibitions” [Siscoe, 1980 p. 1643] and the connection 

between dynamic auroras and magnetic disturbances may have been observed, if not recognized, 

as early as 1847. An account of aurora visible from Cambridge, England on October 24th, 1847 

recorded what may have been the first detailed optical observations of a substorm with concur

rent magnetic data. The authors described an auroral arc that appeared over the northern hori

zon, and gradually moved equatorward “...till nearly 1 lh 38m when they darted out in two oppo

site directions, one towards the horizon and the other to the magnetic zenith, forming the most 

beautiful exhibition of Aurora that can possibly be conceived” [Morgan and Barber, 1848 p. 3] 

and also recorded a large change in the direction of the geomagnetic field. Later, in the first half 

of the twentieth century, it was recognized that there was a regularly occurring behavior of the 

aurora, with characteristic features, which was termed “auroral breakup”. Elphinstone [1996, p. 

171] writes of auroral research at this time, that:

...early authors understood that a breakup event is preceded by some interval (less than 

an hour) in which a glow is seen. The equatorward portion of this glow gradually 

brightens and forms an arc or arc system in the E region of the ionosphere. After 

some time this system develops flutes, and the arc system which subsequently develops 

in the F region of the ionosphere. This then ‘breaks up’ and eventually develops into

10



auroral patches. This can occur more than once a night.

11

While this early understanding included some of the main dynamical features of the 

substorm, breakup was generally believed to be a smaller-scale, local event until Akasofu [1964] 

used data from a network of all-sky cameras to describe the global morphology (see figure 1.5) 

of the event using the term “auroral substorm”, a name that he credited to Sydney Chapman.

The important features identified in this seminal paper were the characteristics of two phases, 

called the expansion phase and the recovery phase (described in a following section here) and 

that, geographically, the expansion phase generally begins near local magnetic midnight with 

the intensification of the equatorward-most auroral arc that had previously been described by 

Elvey [1957]. This two-phase picture of substorm morphology was expanded early in the next

Figure 1.5 Sketch of the typical evolution of an auroral substorm from Akasofu [1964]



decade when it was proposed [McPherron, 1970 and 1972] that preceding breakup, there exists 

a phase called the growth phase during which the aurora gradually moves equatorward.

1.5 The Substorm - Definition and Signatures

A concise and accurate definition of the event known as a substorm can be difficult to find in the 

scientific literature concerning substorms or elicit from a researcher who studies them. Accord

ing to an article written to provide an operational consensus definition of a magnetospheric sub

storm [Rostoker et al., 1980]:

A magnetospheric substorm is a transient process initiated on the nightside of the 

Earth in which a significant amount of energy derived from the solar wind- 

magnetosphere interaction is deposited in the auroral ionosphere and in the 

magnetosphere

Since auroral effects are the most easily observed aspect of the substorm and the auroral 

zones are where much of the energy released in a substorm ends up, much of the research and 

effort towards understanding substorms has been focused on the aurora. This may seem un

usual, as the aurora is an atmospheric phenomenon that happens on scales of hundreds of kilo

meters when it is known that the substorm is, in fact, a process that takes place on a scale of 

many Earth radii (tens of thousands of kilometers). It is, however, a valid approach because of 

the way in which magnetic field lines map out from the surface of the Earth into the magneto

sphere. Two adjacent field lines will be much closer together at their foot point in the iono

sphere than at distances farther away from Earth, so small distances in the auroral regions map 

out to much larger distances in the magnetosphere.

12



The current three-phase picture of the substorm is as follows. The growth phase begins 

when the IMF turns moderately or strongly southward and stays so for a period on the order of 

V2 tol hour. The steady, southward IMF causes enhanced magnetic merging on the dayside of 

the magnetosphere. This erodes the front of the magnetopause, as freshly merged field lines are 

transported downstream from the dayside and fold back on the sides of the magnetotail. This 

process leads to a net entry of energy and solar wind particles into the magnetotail which results 

in energy coming from the solar wind being “stored” in the magnetosphere through the merging 

process. The current understanding of this process is that it is partly a direct-driven interaction 

and partly an energy storage interaction, with the direct-driven component believed to be the 

more dominant part [Rostoker et al 1987]. The stored energy is “released” in the following 

stage, the expansion phase. As seen in the aurora, the expansion phase starts with brightening of 

the equatorward most auroral arc followed by an overall brightening of the aurora and many 

chaotic, fast moving forms on the nightside. During the last stage of the substorm, the recovery 

phase, auroral activity dies down as the magnetosphere returns to its “ground state”.

1.6 Substorm Onset: External Triggers and Observed Precursors

The transition between the growth phase and expansion phase is called the onset. It is of par

ticular interest, because in a very short span of time some physical process occurs that involves 

large amounts of energy and dynamics that quickly become non-linear. There is currently no 

consensus as to what (if anything) “triggers” substorm onset and there are a variety of models 

and mechanisms although they can roughly be separated into two camps; internal triggers and 

external triggers. The subject of this study is to examine the occurrence of external substorm 

triggering, or more specifically whether substorms are triggered externally by a rather quick 

(-few minutes) transition of the IMF from Bz < 0 to Bz -  or > 0.

13



The existence of external substorm triggers was first suggested by Cann et al [1975, 

1977 and 1979] with a number of case studies and statistical analyses. Further work by 

Rostoker et al [1982, 1983], Pellinen et al. [1982] and others expanded on this, offering more 

evidence of a substorm triggering by a northward movement of the IMF. It is now generally 

accepted that some substorms appear to be triggered in this manner, although opinions as to how 

many are triggered this way vary greatly. Spence [1996] writes that a 1994 review of studies 

from the 1970s and early 1980s put the percentage of substorms that were (apparently) triggered 

by northward turnings of the IMF at 45% with the caveat that more precise data was needed. A 

more recent study by Lyons [1995] lead that author to assert that “...most, and perhaps all, sub

storm expansion phases are triggered directly by IMF changes” [Spence 1996]. The most recent 

estimate of the percentage of substorms that are triggered externally, 60%, was made in a study 

by Hsu and McPherron [2003]. It has also been recently shown [Hsu and McPherron 2002] 

that it is highly unlikely that, for the group of substorms where a supposed IMF trigger is ob

served, the IMF features identified occur at or before onset by chance. These authors estimate 

that the probability that the assumed triggers are not associated with substorm onset is about 

10‘ 5 .

It has also been proposed that changes in the solar wind dynamic pressure could trigger 

substorm onsets and a number of studies have evidence that some interplanetary shocks 

(discontinuities in the solar wind that can compress the magnetosphere) seem to induce sub

storms [Schieldge and Siscoe, 1970; Kawasaki et a/,1971; Kokubun et al 1977]. However, 

compared to IMF triggers, the likelihood of a shock triggering a substorm has been reported to 

be somewhat low (estimates range between 4% and 49%) and some authors have even sug

gested that the auroral activity and geomagnetic disruptions caused by some of these shocks are 

not substorms but an altogether different type of event with different features and characteristics

14



[Liou et al 2002],

With the development of HF radar used to measure convection in the polar regions of 

the ionosphere, recent studies have looked into the behavior of polar cap convection in relation 

to substorm onsets. As the strength and pattern of ionospheric convection is controlled by the 

IMF, it would be expected that a change in the IMF drastic enough to trigger a substorm would 

have a noticeable effect on polar cap convection. Studies by Lyons al. [2001 and 2003] and 

Bristow et al. [2003] offer two different observations as to what changes in convection occur 

prior to onset. In a study of 12 substorms, Lyons et al. [2003 p. 15] conclude that the data 

“...suggests that the vast majority of substorms with well-defined onsets are associated with a 

reduction in the strength of large-scale convection that is imparted to the magnetosphere from 

the solar wind”, where a case study by Bristow et al. [2003] documents a substorm where con

vection velocities increased approximately 5 minutes before onset. These studies may appear to 

offer contradictory results, however it would be possible for these descriptions to agree with 

each other if the characteristic behavior before onset were that there were first a reduction in 

convection —15 minutes before onset, followed by an increase —5 minutes before onset.

Previous studies of optical data have described a behavior known as “auroral fading” 

that occurs a few minutes before onset. This effect was first noted by Snyder 

[1972] and Mende andEather [1976] and more fully described by Pellinen and Heikkila [1978] 

as a decrease in brightness of the nightside aurora in the minutes preceding substorm onset 

[Deehr and Lummerzheim 2001]. Morse andRomick [1982] measured the 5577A and 4278A 

emissions in the onset arc prior to 8 substorm onsets observed from Poker Flat, Alaska (figure 

1.6). They found a fluctuation, lasting 1-4 minutes, in both emissions, followed by a fading of 4 

to 7 minutes duration that leads “directly into the breakup sequence” [p. 1068]. An analysis by 

Deehr and Lummerzheim [2001] showed that this drop in brightness was actually a drop in the
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characteristic energy of the incoming electrons caused by an increase in the incoming flux of 

lower-energy electrons. Figure 1.7 shows an example of this effect observed as an increase of 

the red-to-green and red-to-blue ratios just before onset.
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Figure 1.7 Observations by Deehr and Lummerzheim [2001] of an auroral substorm on 2/1/90, showing 
“auroral fading” as an increase of the red-to-green and red-to-blue ratios. Onset is at 11:45 UT.

1.7 The Dayside Aurora

The dayside aurora, unlike the often-stormy nightside aurora, enjoys a much more stable exis

tence. Described by Sandholt et al [1998 and 2002] there are a number of characteristic types of 

dayside aurora, three of which are pertinent to this study. As summarized by Sandholt et al. 

[2002 p. 53]:

The two basic cusp region forms observed to dominate during intervals of southward



(Bz < 0) and northward (Bz > 0) IMF orientation, respectively, we call types 1 and 2. 

The type 1 aurora is typically located within 70° - 75° MLAT, whereas the type 2 form 

is generally located at higher latitudes, within 75° - 80°. Both of these forms typically 

appear as a sequence of brightening events with a mean recurrence time of 5 min. For 

southward IMF, the auroral activity is characterized by equatorward boundary intensify 

cations (EBIs) each of which is followed by poleward moving auroral forms (PMAFs). 

During positive (negative) IMF By polarity, PMAFs move westward (eastward). For 

northward IMF the most marked feature is the intensification occurring at the poleward 

boundary of the pre-existing type 2 luminosity, so-called poleward boundary intensifica

tions (PBIs).

The important distinction (here, at least) between types 1 and 2 aurora are that they typi

cally occur at different latitudes and for different IMF Bz polarities. This means that a change 

in IMF polarity will result in a transition from type 1 to type 2 (or vice versa) so that an overall 

poleward movement of the dayside auroral precipitation region can generally be taken to coin

cide with a change in IMF polarity from Bz < 0 to Bz >. It has been shown that the dayside 

aurora reacts in this way rather quickly to changes in IMF Bz. A recent study by Valladares et 

al [2002] utilized two all-sky cameras with overlapping fields along with satellite measurements 

to “report that any change in the IMF is followed quite quickly by a response of the cusp aurora 

in its entirety” [p. 4]

A third dayside auroral feature worth noting here are poleward moving auroral forms 

(PMAF’s), not because they have direct relevance to the objective of this survey, but because 

they can be confused with the above-mentioned, overall movement of the precipitation region. A 

PMAF is a form that breaks away from the main auroral arc and moves poleward by itself (an
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example of this type of form is shown later, in Chapter 3). Described in detail by Fasel [1995], 

PMAFs fall into a 3 categories and have properties that are dependant upon the solar wind 

speed. While they most commonly occur during periods of southward IMF, they do regularly 

occur for periods of steady, northward IMF.

A fourth and less common type of dayside aurora, known as shock auroras, are not ex

amined in this study but may be important in relation to the aforementioned possibility that in

terplanetary shocks trigger substorm onsets. Shock auroras have been reported to be correlated 

with a sudden increase in the solar wind dynamic pressure (an interplanetary shock). They often 

appear as arcs or patches at low latitudes that are often detached from the auroral oval [Liou et 

al, 2002; Zhang et al, 2003; Zhou et al, 2003]. It has been proposed that these auroras are gen

erated when an interplanetary shock compressed closed field lines, causing the precipitation of 

“trapped” particles (see figure 1.8). Figure 1.9 shows an observation of this type of aurora by a 

meridian scanning photometer (an instrument described in the next chapter) and the correspond

ing solar wind data from the WIND satellite. Smaller changes in the solar wind pressure may 

cause resonance effects in the closed field lines, at the front of the magnetosphere, but the field 

lines in the precipitation region are well-rooted in the ionosphere and do not move in the ab- 

Bow Shock
Fast Shock

Sun

(a)

Figure 1.8 Schematic of possible mechanism for dayside shock aurora, from Zhou et al [2003]
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WIND Solar Wind Measurements - December 10,1997
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sence of currents (that are equivalent to ionospheric convection.)
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1.8 Objective

The objective of this survey is to determine whether there is any characteristic behavior of the 

dayside aurora in the few (on the order of 10) minutes preceding substorm onset. The known 

response of the of the dayside aurora to IMF conditions means that if something in the IMF trig

gers substorms, there should be an observable effect in the dayside aurora before onset. If a 

northward turning of the IMF and a disruption of dayside merging and ionospheric convection 

occur just before substorm onset, evidence of this should be seen in the dayside aurora as a pole

ward movement of the aurora corresponding to a reduction/halt of magnetic merging on the day

side and a northward pointing IMF. In a way, the dayside aurora serves as a “detector” whose 

movements tell what the “average” Bz is across the front of the magnetosphere and what is hap

pening as a result in terms of magnetic merging there.

The primary objective of this study, then, is to use the dayside aurora to “detect” a 

northward turning of Bz and a disruption of merging/convection by observing a brief poleward 

motion before substorm onset. The secondary objective is to make use of data from other 

sources to determine if there is any link between any motions of the dayside aurora and the more 

global picture of the substorm. Specifically, two observations would be expected to correspond 

to a poleward movement of the dayside aurora. First, and most obvious, would be a northward 

turning of the IMF as observed by a satellite in the solar wind. While satellite measurements of 

the IMF have been used before to examine the idea of IMF triggering, it has been suggested that 

one of the reasons why such studies have not yielded clear answers is that either the satellite 

often misses the important features or that the substorms which are not triggered by external 

sources should be classified as different types of events [Spence, 1996]. Secondly, because the



intensity and pattern of ionospheric convection is controlled by the IMF, changes in the dayside 

aurora caused by the IMF would be expected to correlate to changes in ionospheric convection 

as measured by SuperDARN.
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2. Instrumentation

2.1 Meridian Scanning Photometer

The Meridian Scanning Photometer (MSP) is one of the major instruments used to make optical 

observations of the aurora. The MSP consists of an optical photomultiplier device that scans the 

magnetic meridian to produce plots, called keograms, of the brightness (in Rayleighs) of the 

aurora in the meridian as a function of time position in the sky. The name “keogram” comes 

from “keoeeit” an Eskimo word for the Aurora Borealis. For this study, data from two MSPs 

located at Poker Flat, Alaska and Longyearbyen, Svalbard, were used. The Poker Flat MSP pro

duces plots in 4 wavelengths: 5577A, 6300A, 4861 A, and 4278 A, while the Longyearbyen 

MSP operates at the same four wavelengths plus 8446 A. For each of these channels a pho

tomultiplier tube cooled to approximately -30° C measures the integrated, line of sight photon 

emission rate in a 2-second, north to south scan of the meridian. The scan is performed by a 

mirror that rotates once every 4 seconds with four complete scans necessary to produce one line 

of data, making the time resolution of MSP keograms equal to 16 seconds. The angular resolu

tion of the optical system is approximately 1° [ Min, 1997]. The two instruments are nearly 

ideally situated for this study as when Poker Flat is near magnetic local midnight, where sub

storm onsets most frequently occur, Svalbard is on the dayside very close to local magnetic 

noon so as to be able to make a good measurement of the dayside aurora. Full-day plots from 

these stations are available via the internet at http://photon.gi.alaska.edu/home.html

http://photon.gi.alaska.edu/home.html


2.2 Alaska Magnetometer Array

The Alaska Magnetometer Array consists of 8 fluxgate magnetometers scattered around the 

state of Alaska. Five of the eight magnetometers; Kaktovik, Arctic Village, Fort Yukon, Poker 

Flat, and CIGO lie roughly along the same line of magnetic longitude, while the other stations, 

Betties, Eagle and Gakona, lie to the west, east and southeast, respectively (see figure 2.1). The 

magnetometer data will be used in conjunction with the Poker Flat MSP data to determine the 

onset time for substorms with onsets geographically close to Poker Flat. Alaska Chain magne

tometer data are available on the internet at http://magnet.gi.alaska.edu/.
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Figure 2.1 Locations of Alaska-chain magnetometers.
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2.3 ACE Solar Wind Satellite

The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE), launched in August of 1997 by NASA, contains 

nine instruments which make detailed measurements of the particles and magnetic field that 

make up the solar wind. ACE is in orbit around the 1st Lagrangian point (LI) which is between 

the Earth and the Sun at a distance (roughly 230 Earth Radii) such that at average velocity 

(average -  450 km/s) the solar wind features seen at ACE intercept Earth approximately 50 min

utes to one hour later. This study makes use of ACE measurements of the IMF, specifically the 

z-component (Bz.) The Space Science Center at UCLA makes this data available through their 

website at http://www-ssc.igpp.ucla.edu/ssc/data.html. Calculating the exact time it takes fea

tures seen at ACE to arrive at Earth is not trivial as fluctuations in the solar wind occur along 

planes that to not always lie flat along the direction of the flow of the solar wind. Since ACE is 

not directly in line between Earth and the Sun (it is usually offset by -30-40 Earth Radii in X or 

Y) the exact delay time can not be calculated unless the so-called “tilt-angle” is known. Recent 

efforts towards a delay-time calculation that takes this effect into account are discussed in 

Weimer et al (2002 and 2003]. For this study however, since other factors include uncertainties 

of a few minutes, an approximate delay time is taken by assuming a straight path and using 

speed and distance measurements made at ACE.

2.4 Super Dual Auroral Radar Network

SuperDARN is a network of HF radars in the northern and southern hemisphere that make 

measurements of the convection velocities in the ionosphere by scattering off of density irregu

larities. The radars are arranged in an overlapping pattern around the magnetic poles so that a 

map of the motions of plasma in the ionosphere can be assembled. This study makes use of data

http://www-ssc.igpp.ucla.edu/ssc/data.html


from the northern hemisphere SuperDARN array, which consists of 9 radars and is capable of 

producing a series of convection maps with a time resolution of 2 minutes. In addition to these 

maps, this survey contains plots of the cross-polar cap potential and the averaged convection 

velocity in a square with a width equivalent to 10° in magnetic latitude, centered at 75° latitude 

and 12:00 magnetic local time. A variety of data including plots of the polar cap potential and 

convection maps at 10-minute intervals are available at http://superdam.jhuapl.edu/

26
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3. Observations

3.1 Data Selection

First, MSP keograms from each night of observation at Poker Flat were examined and nights 

where substorm activity was visible were compared with the same day’s data from Longyear- 

byen. Nights were selected on which substorm activity was visible at Poker Flat and the data 

were of high enough quality so that the location of the dayside precipitation region could be dis

cerned, producing a list of substorms for which, at least some the north-south motions of the 

dayside aurora could be seen. The list was further scrutinized to pick substorms whose onset 

time could be determined most accurately. As seen by the MSP, a substorm whose onset occurs 

locally will start with a brightening that appears suddenly across a wide angle which is mani

fested on a keogram as a brightening that has a sharp, vertical border. Comparatively, a sub

storm whose onset does not occur locally will be seen as a brightening that does not arrive at all 

affected latitudes simultaneously. Secondary to these concerns was the availability of data for 

other instruments utilized for this study.

3.2 Determination of Onset Times with Magnetometer and MSP Data

To illustrate how onset times for substorms were determined, two substorms on the night of De

cember 21, 2004 are compared. The 24-hour keogram for this day (Figure 3.1) shows two sub

storms clearly visible at Poker Flat one at approximately 10:00 UT and the other around 15:30 

UT. For both substorms the growth phase is seen with the equatorward expansion of the auroral



Figure 3.1 A full-day keogram for 12/21/04 shows two prominent substorms, one just before 10:00UT and one around 15:30UT

to
00



oval followed by a brightening indicating the onset or arrival of the substorm expansion bulge. 

Breakup for the first substorm appears to occur rather suddenly across all affected latitudes 

which suggests that the onset is on or close to the magnetic meridian at Poker Flat. For the later 

substorm, the brightening is less sharp and more dispersed, which suggests that substorm onset 

occurs elsewhere and the brightening is the arrival of a westward traveling surge. A closer view 

(Figures 3.2) shows the “classic” substorm onset picture for the first substorm; following the 

steady equatorward movement of the precipitation region, the equatorward-most arc brightens 

and quickly moves poleward, followed by an intense brightening across most of the field of 

view. By comparison, the later substorm (Figure 3.3) shows a more gradual and dispersed 

brightening and an expansion of the auroral region. Magnetometer data can then be used to con

firm the conclusion reached from the MSP data, that the onset occurs ~9:57UT at or near Poker 

Flat while the later onset does not occur locally. For local substorm onset, a sharp drop in the 

H-component of the geomagnetic field is seen by a magnetometer at the same magnetic longi

tude of the onset. Figure 3.4 shows the characteristic behavior of the geomagnetic field as a 

function of location relative to substorm onset. For this study, it is primarily the FI-component 

of the magnetogram that is used as it has the most distinctive shape for local vs. non-local on

sets. However, all three components have onset signatures so all three components are included 

here for completeness Figure 3.5 shows the collected H-component magnetograms for the 

Alaska magnetometer chain. A sharp drop for the earlier substorm compared to a more gradual 

drop for the later substorm confirms what is suggested by the optical data; that the first onset is 

close to Poker Flat, while the later onset is not. It can then be said with reasonable certainty for 

this study (± a minute or two) that the substorm onset time is when the initial brightening is seen 

by the Poker Flat MSP. For more in-depth review of onset signatures as seen by ground and 

satellite based instruments, the reader is referred to a articles by Rostoker [2002] and Lyons 

[2002].
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Poker Flat Research Range: 65N, 147W, 21 -D e c -2 0 0 4

Growth
Phase

Expansion
Phase

Onset

09:14:56 09:29:5 09:45:04 10:00:< 10:44:48

Figure 3.2 A “typical” substorm onset as seen by an MSP beginning at 9:57UT. The equatorward-most arc brightens and moves poleward, followed 
by an intense brightening at most visible latitudes.



Poker Flot Research Range: 65N, 147W, 21 -D e c -2 0 0 4

Figure 3.3 The second substorm of the night is seen as a more gradual brightening .
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Figure 3.4 Characteristic behavior of the geomagnetic field (in H, D and Z components) for different 
locations relative to substorm onset. Magnetometers near the location of onset will resemble those in the 
middle and upper-middle panels of this figure. From Rostoker et al [1980]
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Figure 3.5 Magnetometer data shows a sharp drop in the H-component seen by the magnetometer at 
Poker Flat, corresponding to the onset seen by the MSP at 9:57 UT. This confirms that the MSP sees 
the substorm onset arc and that the onset of this substorm occurs when breakup is observed at Poker 
Flat. Also noticeable is a brief spike of in the D-component, which is another signature of local onset.
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3.3 Characteristic Examples

3.3.1 December 11,1999

Relatively clear observing conditions at both Poker Flat and Longyearbyen combined with mul

tiple substorm onsets occurring in close proximity to Poker Flat make this night a prime exam

ple. Two substorm onsets and a pseudobreakup (a brightening that does not lead to a substorm) 

are shown to occur just after a poleward movement of the dayside aurora, which appears to be 

correlated with a brief northward turning of the IMF as observed by ACE. Figures 3.7 and 3.8, 

keograms from the Poker Flat MSP, show substorm onsets at 9:45, 10:41 and 13:06 and a pseu

dobreakup at 9:32. The assembled Alaska chain magnetograms (Figure 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11) con

firm that these substorm onsets are local. Figures 3.12, 3.13 and 3.15 show a brief (on the order 

of 10 min.) poleward movement of the dayside aurora immediately preceding the pseudo

breakup at 9:32 and the substorm onsets at 9:45, 10:41 and 13:07 UT. For this time period, 

ACE was at a distance of about 225 Earth radii and measured a solar wind velocity of about 450 

km/s, making an approximate delay time of 53 minutes. The ACE measurements of the solar 

wind shown in figures 3.14 and 3.16 clearly show three northward turnings of Bz, at times close 

to 53 minutes before onset.. Figures 3.17 through 3.24 show SuperDARN convection maps at 

2-minute intervals for the periods prior to onset where the dayside aurora is moving poleward. 

Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show maps for the time leading up to the pseudobreakup at 9:32; during 

this time, the averaged dayside convection velocities near Svalbard are relatively steady. Plots 

of these measurements for all substorms in this survey for which data was available are shown 

in figures 3.44 and 3.45. For events where a poleward movement of the dayside aurora is seen, 

the time at which this movement begins is marked with an arrow as that is the time when a re

duction of convection speeds might be expected. Figures 3.19 and 3.20 correspond to the onset



at 9:45, a time period during which no significant change in the dayside convection strength is 

observed (figure 3.44, lower-left panel). Figures 3.21 and 3.22 correspond to the onset at 10:41; 

starting about 15 minutes before onset, the local dayside convection velocities decrease, fol

lowed by in increase 3 minutes or so before onset (figure 3.45, lower-right panel). Figures 3.23,

3.24 and 3.25 correspond to the onset at 13:07. Beginning approximately 17 minutes before 

onset, the dayside convection velocities decrease, followed by an increase about 10 minutes later 

(figure 3.46, upper-left panel). Also notable is a change in convection pattern that it likely 

caused by a change in IMF By. At the time of the assumed Bz trigger a change in the IMF from 

By ~ 0 to By < 0 is seen. This would be expected to cause the right lobe to increase in size (see 

Figure 1.4) which appears to happen between 12:50 and 13:00 and is further evidence that the 

alleged trigger hits Earth at this time.
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Figure 3.7 Clearly defined local substorm onsets at 9:45 and 10:41 UT with a pseudobreakup at 9:32 UT.
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Figure 3.8 Another substorm onset at 13:07 UT
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Alaska Chain Magnetometers - December 11,1999
H-comp. D-comp. Z-comp.
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Figure 3.9 Alaska Chain magnetometers confirm that the substorm onset at 9:45 and the pseudo
breakup at 9:32 are local, by showing sharp drops in the H-component of the magnetic field
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Alaska Chain Magnetometers - December 11,1999
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Figure 3.10 Alaska-chain magnetometer data confirms that the onset at 10:41 is local.
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Alaska Chain Magnetometers - December 11,1999
H-comp. D-comp. Z-comp.

Figure 3.11 Alaska Chain magnetometer data confirms that the onset at 13:06 is local, and starts at a high 
latitude.



Figure 3.12 Poleward movements of the dayside aurora immediately precede a pseudobreakup at 9:32 UT and substorm onset at 9:45 UT. Onset times 
are marked with a vertical red line and the poleward movements are underlined with white. A PMAF is pointed out for comparison
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Figure 3.13 A poleward movement of the dayside aurora occurs just before onset at 10:41 UT
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ACE Solar Wind Measurements - December 11, 1999
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Figure 3.14 Three northward turnings of Bz as seen by ACE at 8:27, 8:45 and 9:28 UT corresponding 
to the pseudobreakup at 9:32 UT and the onsets at 9:45 and 10:41 UT, respectively
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Figure 3.15 A poleward movement (most easily seen in the 5577A channel) begins at 12:50.
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ACE Solar Wind Measurements - December 11,1999
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Figure 3.16 A northward turn in the IMF is seen by ACE, starting at 12:05 UT
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Figure 3.17 SuperDARN convection maps at two-minute intervals from 9:18-9:24UT on December
11,1999
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Figure 3.18 SuperDARN convection maps at two-minute intervals from 9:28-9:32UT on December 
11,1999. Pseudobreakup is at 9:32
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Figure 3.19 SuperDARN convection maps at two-minute intervals from 9:34-9:40UT on December
11,1999. Onset is at 9:45.
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Figure 3.20 SuperDARN convection maps at two-minute intervals for 9:42-9:44UT on December 
11,1999. Onset is at 9:45.
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Figure 3.21 SuperDARN convection maps at 2 minute intervals for 10:30-10:32 UT on December 11,
1999
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Figure 3.22 SuperDARN convection maps at two-minute intervals from 10:34-10:40UT on December
11,1999
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Figure 3.23 SuperDARN convection maps at two-minute intervals from 12:52-12:58 UT on December
11,1999
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Figure 3.24 SuperDARN convection maps for 13:00 and 13:06 UT on December 11, 1999. Onset is at 
13:07.



3.3.2 January 4,2003

In contrast to the previous example, where multiple, “medium sized” substorms happen in fairly 

rapid succession, a fairly isolated “small to medium sized” substorm on January 4, 2003 makes 

for another good example. Although observing conditions at Poker Flat were somewhat cloudy, 

a substorm can be seen at 11:17 (Figure 3.25). While the cloudiness might make it difficult to 

determine whether the onset occurs locally, the H-component magnetometer plot (Figure 3.26) 

shows a sharp drop for some Alaska stations, confirming that the onset occurs close to Poker 

Flat. Figure 3.27 shows a steady (and somewhat longer than other examples) poleward move

ment of the precipitation region, beginning just before 11:00 UT and continuing until substorm 

onset at 11:17. A strong sudden northward turning if the IMF is seen (Figure 3.28) by ACE at 

-10:15 UT. With a solar wind speed of -600 km/s measured by ACE at 241 Earth radii the ap

proximate delay time is 43 minutes. Figures 3.29, 3.30 and 3.31 show the convection maps at 

two-minute intervals from 10:58 to 11:16. From 10:58 onward, dayside convection velocities 

(figure 3.45, lower-left panel) become quite low ( <100 m/s) and a curious looking deformation 

occurs at 11:06 UT.
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Alaska Chain Magnetometers - January 4,2003
H-comp. D-comp. Z-comp.

Figure 3.26 Alaska-chain magnetometer H-component plot confirms that the substorm onset at 11.17UT 
occurs near Poker Flat.



Nordlysstasjonen, Svalbard: 78.2N 15.8E, 04 -J a n -2 0 0 3
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Figure 3.27 Dayside MSP data shows a steady poleward motion of the aurora beginning just before 11:00 UT
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ACE Solar Wind Measurements - January 4, 2003 
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Figure 3.28 ACE sees a northward turning that begins about 50 minutes before the poleward movement 
of the dayside aurora is seen.
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1100:00 UT
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Figure 3.29 Convection maps at two-minute intervals from 10:58 to 11:00 UT on 1/4/03
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Figure 3.30 Convection maps at two-minute intervals from 11:02 to 11:08 UT on 1/4/03
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Figure 3.31 Convection maps at two-minute intervals from 11:10 to 11:16 UT on 1/4/03



3.3.3 December 5,1999

Despite some cloud cover on the dayside, December 5,1999 is another good example with the 

onset of a large substorm near Poker Flat at 9:45 UT as shown by the nightside keogram (Figure 

3.32) and Alaska Chain H-component magnetometer plot (Figure 3.33). Figure 3.34 shows that 

the dayside aurora turns poleward about 12 minutes before substorm onset. Unlike the previous 

examples, ACE does not see a northward turning at a time that would appear to correspond to 

what is observed in the dayside aurora (Figure 3.35). For this time period, the solar wind speed 

measured by ACE at 223 Earth radii is about 700 km/s, making the approximate delay time 34 

minutes. Thus, the time when we would expect to see a northward turning in the ACE data 

would certainly be after the rather gradual southward turning seen by ACE just before 8:40 UT 

and maybe around the time that a meandering, net northward motion is seen beginning around 

9:00. Figures 3.36 and 3.37 show the SuperDARN convection maps at two-minute intervals 

from 9:32, when the dayside aurora starts moving poleward, to 9:46, just after onset. There is a 

sharp decrease in the dayside convection velocities, at about 9 minutes before onset (figure 3.46, 

upper-right panel) followed by an increase in these velocities 5 minutes before onset. A note

worthy disruption of the “standard” convection pattern can be seen in figure 3.37.
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Figure 3.32 A clearly defined local substorm onset at 9:45 UT as seen by the Poker Flat MSP.
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Figure 3.33 Alaska-chain magnetometer plots confirm that the onset seen at 9:45 UT is local



Figure 3.34 At 9:32, the dayside aurora moves poleward as seen by the MSP in Svalban
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ACE Solar Wind Measurements - Decembers, 1999

Universal Time (hrs)

Figure 3.35 ACE does not see a northward turning of the IMF at a time that would correspond to the 
observed poleward movement of the dayside aurora.
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Figure 3.36 Convection maps at two-minute intervals from 9:32 to 9:38 UT on December 5, 1999. Note 
disruption of the “standard” convection pattern in the region between 3 and 6 MLT peaking at 9:38 UT.
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Figure 3.37 Convection maps at two-minute intervals from 9:40 to 9:46 UT on December 5, 1999



3.4 An Un-Characteristic Example - January 3,2001

While the behavior of the dayside aurora, exemplified by the above “characteristic examples”, 

was observed in a strong majority of the substorms examined (see tabulations in the following 

section), there were cases observed where there is no apparent poleward motion of the dayside 

aurora and no clear northward turning of the IMF. The relatively small but clearly defined sub

storm on Januaiy 3, 2001 is seen in by the MSP at Poker Flat (Figure 3.38) has an onset at 11:05 

UT which is confirmed as a local onset with the H-component magnetogram shown in figure 

3.39. There is no apparent poleward motion in the dayside aurora (Figure 3.40) and no north

ward turn in the IMF (Figure 3.41) at a time which would be expected to trigger the onset al

though there is a gradual northward turning at this time. With a solar wind speed of 350 km/s 

measured by ACE at 239 Earth radii, the approximate delay time is 73 minutes. Figures 3.42 

and 3.43 show the convection maps for the 14 minutes leading up to substorm onset, the time 

during which any effects related to a precursor to substorm onset would be expected to be seen. 

Starting at 15 minutes before onset, there is a steady increase in the dayside convection veloci

ties, followed by a gradual decrease starting at 6 minutes prior to onset.
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Poker Flat Research Range: 65N, 147W, 0 3 - Jan-2001
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Figure 3.38 A substorm on 1/3/01 with an onset time of 11:04 UT as seen by the Poker Flat MSP
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Alaska Chain Magnetometers - January 3, 2001
H-comp. D-comp. Z-comp.

Figure 3.39 H-component magnetometer data shows a sharp drop at 11:04, indicating that the substorm 
onset is local.
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Figure 3.40 No poleward movement of the dayside aurora is seen before onset at 11:04 UT. The apparent “fading” at approximately 10:47 UT is 
caused by clouds.
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ACE Solar Wind Measurements - January 3, 2001
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Figure 3.41 No significant northward turning is seen in the IMF at a time that would correspond to the 
11:05 substorm onset, although a gradual northward trend is seen.
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Figure 3.42 Polar cap convection maps at two-minute intervals from 10:50 UT to 10:56 UT on 1/3/01
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Onset

Figure 3.43 Polar cap convection maps at two-minute intervals from 10:58 UT to 11:04 UT on 1/3/01.
Note the deformation of the “standard” convection pattern two minutes before onset.



3.5 Tabulation of Observations

Including the events shown previously, a total of twelve substorms, plus one pseudobreakup 

were examined with the results contained in the table below.

Table 1 List of substorm onsets observed with ground-based instruments

75

Date

Onset
Time
(UT)

Poleward 
Turn in Day
side Aurora?

Sharp, North
ward Turn in 
the Solar 
Wind?

Start of Pole
ward Move
ment (UT)

Behavior of 
Dayside convec
tion

12/4/99 8:50 yes yes 8:48 Increase

12/5/99 9:45 yes no 9:33
Decrease-
Increase

12/6/99 11:06 yes yes 10:57 No Data

12/11/99 9:32* yes yes 9:17 Level

12/11/99 9:45 yes yes 9:35 Level

12/11/99 10:41 yes yes 10:28
Decrease-
Increase

12/11/99 13:07 yes yes 12:50
Decrease-
Increase

1/3/01 11:04 no no nil nil

1/15/01 11:39 no no nil nil

12/19/01 9:32 yes yes 9:15 No Data

1/19/02 12:56 no no nil nil

1/4/03 11:17 yes yes 10:57
Decrease-
Increase

1/1/04 12:48 yes no 12:40
Decrease-
Increase

* - pseudobreakup



Some of these examples may exhibit the characteristic behavior suggested in Chapter 1; 

10-15 minutes before onset, a decrease in dayside convection speeds occurs (along with the 

poleward movement of the dayside aurora) and is followed by an increase in convection speeds 

2-6 minutes before onset. For the examples where no poleward movement of the dayside aurora 

is seen, it can not easily be determined if the convection velocities follow this pattern, as there is 

a wide variation of the observed starting times of the dayside poleward motion (5-20 minutes). 

For example, on January 15, 2001, the velocity plot might be considered to fall into the 

‘Deerease-Increase’ category if a poleward motion was observed to start 10 minutes before on

set but would not fall into that category if a poleward auroral motion was observed to begin 15 

minutes before onset. These plots are shown in Figures 3.45 and 3.46. Also examined was 

the behavior of the cross-polar cap potential although there was little in its behavior for these 

examples that stands out. These plots are shown in figures 3.47 and 3.48 along with best-fit 

lines and their slopes. For 7 of the 12 cases, the trend has a negative slope while for the other 

five it has a positive slope. The averaged, best-fit line slope for these 12 events is -0.2 kV per 

10 minutes, which seems rather small given the high variability of this quantity. The Appendix 

contains additional dayside measurements not included in this chapter
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12/4/99 - Onset Time: 8:52

12/6/99- Onset Time: 11:06

12/11/99- Onset Time: 9:45

Minutes Before Onset

12/5/99 - Onset Time: 9:45

12/11/99 - Pseudobreakup: 9:32

12/11/99 - Onset Time: 10:41

Figure 3.44 Plots of averaged dayside convection velocity in the minutes leading up to substorm onset. 
For the events where a poleward movement of the dayside aurora is observed, a red arrow indicates the 
time when this movement begins.
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12/11/99- Onset Time: 13:06

1/15/01 - Onset Time: 11:38

1/4/03 - Onset Time: 11:17

1/3/01 - Onset Time: 11:04

1/19/02 - Pseudobreakup: 12:54

1/1/04- Onset Time: 12:48

Minutes Before Onset

Figure 3.45 Plots of averaged dayside convection velocity in the minutes leading up to substorm onset. 
For the events where a poleward movement of the dayside aurora is observed, a red arrow indicates the 
time when this movement begins.
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December 4,1999 - Onset 8:52

Decembers, 1999 - Onset 11:06

December 11,1999 - Onset 10:41

Minutes Before Onset

December 5,1999 - Onset 9:45

December 11,1999 - Onset 13:06

Minutes Before Onset

Figure 3.46 Cross-polar cap potential measurements, with best-fit lines, during the 20 minutes leading up
to substorm onset.
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January 3, 2001 - Onset 11:04

December 19, 2001 - Onset 9:32

January 4, 2003 - Onset 11:17

Minutes BeforeOnset

January 15, 2001 - Onset 11:38

January 19, 2002 - Onset 12:54

January 1, 2004 - Onset 12:48

Minutes BeforeOnset

Figure 3.47 Cross-polar cap potential measurements, with best-fit lines, during the 20 minutes leading up
to substorm onset.



3.6 Substorms with Satellite-Determined Onset Times

Ground-based instruments are not the only tools with which substorm onset times can be deter

mined. Instruments on board the IMAGE satellite provide regular ultraviolet images of much, 

or all, of the auroral oval. A list of 2437 substorm onset times derived from these images was 

published by Frey et al. [2004] for use by the scientific community. From this list, 49 sub

storms were found that occurred when the Svalbard MSP was operating under clear skies and 

able to observe the dayside aurora. For 40 out of the 49 (82%) events, a poleward movement of 

the dayside aurora could be observed.

Table 2 List of satellite-observed substorm onsets

Date
Onset 

Time (UT)

Pole
ward
Turn? Date

Onset 
Time (UT)

Pole
ward
Turn?

11/26/2000 6:00:32 yes 12/15/2001 9:15:15 yes
11/30/2000 8:04:13 yes 12/16/2001 11:42:37 yes

12/1/2000 10:22:15 yes 12/17/2001 6:24:15 yes
12/19/2000 8:20:54 yes 12/18/2001 6:30:16 yes
12/20/2000 7:21:04 no 12/18/2001 7:42:00 yes
12/20/2000 10:10:53 yes 12/18/2001 10:13:40 yes
12/26/2000 10:01:09 yes 12/21/2001 7:51:29 yes
12/30/2000 10:11:36 yes 12/21/2001 9:03:14 yes
12/30/2000 12:43:02 yes 12/22/2001 7:37:08 no
12/31/2000 10:23:45 yes 12/22/2001 10:10:50 no

1/15/2001 8:04:58 yes 12/24/2001 10:55:24 yes
1/18/2001 7:51:41 yes 12/25/2001 10:10:25 yes
1/20/2001 7:42:41 yes 12/31/2001 9:02:40 yes
1/20/2001 8:25:39 yes 1/1/2002 10:33:06 yes
1/24/2001 6:46:14 yes 1/3/2002 8:17:47 no
1/26/2001 7:34:28 no 1/3/2002 9:02:53 yes

11/19/2001 10:04:11 yes 1/3/2002 11:12:02 yes
11/23/2001 9:50:48 yes 1/22/2002 7:55:38 yes
11/26/2001 7:27:58 no 1/23/2002 8:18:40 yes

12/5/2001 8:58:02 yes 1/23/2002 10:29:52 yes
12/6/2001 8:22:41 no 1/28/2002 7:38:51 yes
12/6/2001 10:17:25 yes 12/6/2002 7:02:55 yes
12/8/2001 8:17:06 no 12/9/2002 8:25:19 no

12/12/2001 8:35:34 yes 12/10/2002 10:38:36 yes
12/15/2001 8:09:40 yes
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Dayside Convection

Figure 3.48 Average dayside convection velocity, for 61 events, in the minutes leading up to substorm 
onset. A red arrow marks the average time at which a poleward movement of the dayside aurora begins.
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Dayside Convection

Figure 3.49 Averaged dayside convection velocities for each of 61 events. The red line is the overall 
average from the previous figure.
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Nightside Convection

Figure 3,50 Average nightside convection velocity, for 61 events, in the minutes leading up to substorm 
onset. A red arrow marks the average time at which a poleward movement of the dayside aurora begins.
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Nightside Convection

Figure 3.51 Averaged nightside convection velocities for each of 61 events. The red line is the overall 
average from the previous figure.
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3.7 Convection Data Analysis

To try to see through the apparent noise, the average dayside convection velocities (like those 

shown in figures 3.45 and 3.46) were averaged (an average of the averages!) for all 61 sub

storms in the 30 minutes leading up to substorm onset (Figure 3.49). While it appears that there 

may be a slight average increase of the dayside convection velocities at around 7 minutes before 

onset, it would be difficult to say for certain if this is the case, using this data alone. Figure 3.50 

shows all of the individual velocity averages. The points in the 15 minutes before onset have a 

correlation coefficient of 0.074 which is so small that in most cases it would be safe to say that 

there is no correlation at all, however given the number of data points that is not exactly the 

case. For 100 measurements of 2 uncorrelated variables, there is a 62% chance that the r value 

will be greater than 0.05 and a 32% chance that the r value will be greater than 0.1 [Taylor, 1997 

p 291]. There are 333 data points in this interval, so a very rough estimate would be that there is 

better than a 50% chance that there is, on average, a positive slope in the 15 minutes before on

set. Plots of the same format for nightside convection are shown in Figures 3.51 and 3.52. For 

these calculations, a larger averaging box (4 times the area of the dayside box) was used to try to 

overcome the greater variability of the nightside.
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4. Discussion

4.1 Data Interpretation

In 10 of the 12 cases (83%) from the first group of substorms the motion/lack of motion seen in 

the dayside aurora is in agreement with the strong northward turn/lack of strong northward turn 

seen in the IMF by ACE which would seem to confirm the ability of the dayside aurora to “act 

as a detector” with regards to what is happening with magnetic merging on the dayside of the 

magnetosphere. Additionally, for both cases where the IMF and the dayside aurora “disagree”, 

the dayside aurora indicates a northward turn while the ACE data does not. This raises the pos

sibility that the dayside aurora could, in fact, be a better “detector” in some respects, for deter

mining the wholesale behavior of the IMF as seen by the magnetosphere as it seems to see pos

sible IMF triggers that a satellite in the solar wind does not. For all 61 substorms in this survey, 

the average time at which the poleward movement of the dayside aurora begins is 12 minutes 

before onset. In some of the individual cases examined (5 out of 8) for which a poleward move

ment of the aurora is seen, the averaged convention velocities around local noon decrease after 

the start of this poleward motion and increase just before onset, which is a behavior that would 

be in agreement with the two previously mentioned studies involving convection before sub

storm onset. The averaged convection velocities, however, do not offer much to support or con

tradict the expected behavior of ionospheric convection.

4.2 Comparison of Onset Times: IMAGE vs. Ground Based

There were four substorms (not included in the previous table) in the first part of this survey



whose onset times were on the list published by [Frey et al. 2004] and these times were com

pared to get some measure (albeit very limited) of the accuracy of these measurements.

Table 3 List of substorm onsets observed with both sat
ellite and ground-based instruments

Date
Ground-Based 
Onset Time

IMAGE Onset 
Time

1/3/01 11:04 11:03
1/15/01 11:38 11:35

12/19/01 9:32 9:51
1/19/02 12:56 12:46

For two events, the times are close enough to be in agreement; however, two onset times 

are not as close. One has the IMAGE instrument record an onset time 10 minutes before the 

ground-based instruments and another has an IMAGE measured onset time that is 19 minutes 

after the ground-based onset time. For the event where the two onset times differ by 19 minutes, 

data from another satellite-based imager (POLAR-UVI) can help. Figure 4.1 shows a sequence 

of four images between 9:32 and 9:34. The last two images show a local brightening at -22:30 

MLT that is consistent with the onset observed at Poker Flat at 9:32. For comparison, the MSP 

keogram from Poker Flat is shown in figure 4.2. The IMAGE-FUV data (figure 4.3) also shows 

an initial brightening at this time (followed by later brighter intensifications), however in the 

view of this imager, Poker Flat is very close to the limb and it is likely that this is why the IM

AGE data does not identify what is seems to be the most accurate onset time (9:32 UT).

For the second event (see figure 4.4 for MSP data), the POLAR-UVI imager was only 

able to observe a small portion of the oval on the dayside, and so was not able to help determine 

which onset time is more accurate. The IMAGE data (figure 4.5) shows a brightening over Si-
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UVI 20011219 0933:13 UT LBHL UVI 20011219 0933:50 UT LBHL

Figure 4.1 Sequence of images of the auroral oval from the POLAR-UVI instrument for 12/19/01



Figure 4.2 A substorm onset seen by the Poker Flat MSP at 9:32 UT
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Figure 4.3 IMAGE-FUV data for 12/19/01. The top-left panel shows the field of view of the instrument, 
while the remaining 3 panels are the raw, unmapped images which show a brightening that is consistent 
with the onset time seen from the ground-based instruments. Images provided by S. Mende at SSL, UC 
Berkeley and CDAWeb.
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Figure 4.4 The Poker Flat MSP shows an onset time of 12:56 UT on 1/19/02
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Figure 4.5 A sequence of IMAGE-FUV images for 1/19/02 show a brightening at 12:46 that seems to 
precede the actual substorm onset at approximately 12:56. The images are 2 minutes and 3 seconds apart 
and are ordered top to bottom. Images provided by S. Mende at SSL, UC Berkeley and CDAWeb.



beria at 12:46 followed by another brightening closer to Alaska at around 12:56. It is the au

thor’s interpretation that 12:56 is the more accurate onset time as the brightening over Siberia is 

not as intense as the one at 12:56 and does not follow characteristically “breakup” with a rapid 

expansion of the auroral region.

4.3 Uncertainty and Error

For any the results of any counting experiment (i.e. a coin flip, die roll or other trial with two 

possible outcomes), the random error in the results is given by the standard deviation, o of the 

binomial distribution [ Taylor 1997, p. 232] is:

a = [«/?(/ -/>)] 1/2

where n is the number of trials and p  is probability of success. For ground-based and satellite 

based substorm onsets, a poleward motion is seen 49 out of 61 times. Using the above formula 

would say that these results of this survey indicate that 80% ± 5% of substorm onsets are pre

ceded by a poleward motion of the dayside aurora. Based on this number it would be reasonable 

to say that “the characteristic behavior for the majority of substorms is a poleward motion of the 

dayside aurora just before onset.” Since, however, the analysis in this study is mostly qualita

tive, there are other sources of uncertainty that are rather difficult to quantify. The classification 

of the data is rather subjective and the meaning of terms like “brief’, “sharp” and “significant” 

are dependant upon the user and such techniques have the potential to produce systematic error.

The examples were selected based on the availability of data, observing conditions and 

the accuracy with which substorm onset times could be determined using the Poker Flat MSP. 

There is a possibility that the methods used to select this data could have resulted in a biased 

sample of substorms for unknown reasons. The physical locations of the instruments involved 

in this study played a large role in determining the selection of substorms, so it might be con
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ceivable that a different geographic setup of instruments would somehow see a different distri

bution of substorms. Another limiting factor is that the MSP in Longyearbyen is limited to op

eration when it is sufficiently dark during the day (from around early December to mid- 

February). There is a known seasonal variation of substorms whereby substorms in the winter 

have a longer duration [ Chuaet al. 2004]. It suggested by these authors that this is related to the 

seasonal variation of the Pedersen conductivity, although the reasons for the connection are not 

understood. If it is later discovered that this seasonal variation is somehow connected to the 

mechanism that governs substorm onset, it could be a cause for bias in the selection of these 

events. One more possible cause for a biased sample is that the substorms in this sample range 

are during the period from December, 1999 to January, 2004. As solar maximum was roughly 

in the middle of these events, in 2001, if it turns out that the 11-year solar cycle has any effect 

on the frequency of external substorm triggers, this could be a biased sample as no substorms 

from during a period of solar minimum are included. For the convection data, perhaps the larg

est source of error is that the time resolution is 2 minutes, which is a bit large considering that 

the expected effects happen on timescales of -5-20 minutes.
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5. Conclusions

In a strong majority (80% ± 5%) of substorms observed, there is a characteristic behavior of the 

dayside aurora just before substorm onset that can be seen with ground-based optical instru

ments. In the minutes leading up to onset there is a brief, (on the order of 5-15 minutes) pole

ward movement of the dayside aurora. On average, this motion begins 12 minutes before sub

storm onset and is very likely an indication that a northward turning of the IMF having an effect 

on the strength and location of magnetic merging on the dayside of the magnetosphere. This 

offers insight into the issue of external substorm triggers. The known behavior of ionospheric 

and magnetospheric convection is that the convection pattern is determined largely by the direc

tion of Bz. In this context, the observations suggest that in a large percentage of substorms, the 

“trigger” could be, or could be related to, a sudden change or disruption of ionospheric/ 

magnetospheric convection (as suggested by Lyons et al [2002]), which itself is caused by a 

brief, sharp northward turning of the z-component of the interplanetary magnetic field.

Conversely, there do appear to be substorms onsets that, although in the minority (-20% 

of substorms observed), are not preceded by an apparent northward turning of the IMF or strong 

poleward movement of the dayside aurora. Based on this study, however, it cannot be deter

mined whether this is because the technique, for whatever reason, fails to see a trigger that is 

there, or whether there is no external trigger for these cases.

In relation to previous studies, it is found that the percentage of substorms that are exter

nally triggered appears to be higher than early estimates of 45% and the more recent figure of



60% made by Hsu andMcPherron [2003] and closer to the statement that “most or all” sub

storms are externally triggered [Spence 1996], That these earlier estimates are significantly 

lower than the figure in this study and that there are cases where the dayside aurora sees a sus

pected trigger, suggests that the dayside aurora can be a more effective means of observing sub

storm triggers than previously used methods. The caveat to this statement is that far less useable 

data is available for these instruments than for a satellite in the solar wind, so while observation 

of the dayside aurora may see a greater percentage of triggered substorms ACE (and other satel

lites) will see a greater number of these substorms. Recent studies by Weimer et al. [2002, 

2003] on the propagation of the solar wind from ACE to the Earth and the predictability of these 

time delays provide circumstantial evidence that a possible substorm trigger could be missed by 

solely looking at ACE data.

The direct measurements of ionospheric convection produce a result with a meaning 

that is less clear. For individual cases, there are a number of examples (5 out of 8) for which the 

expected behavior (a decrease in convection followed by an increase) appears to take place, and 

an optimistic scientist could say that the averaged convection data may show evidence that con

vection velocities generally increase ~7 minutes prior to onset. However, given the uncertain

ties in this data set and the noted variability of these quantities, it would be a rather tenuous 

statement to say that this is indeed the case (that convection speeds decrease, then increase in the 

15 or so before substorm onset). Taking into account the interpretation of previous studies in 

this vein [Bristow et al 2003 and Lyons 2003] it would be more appropriate to say that these ob

servations leave open the possibility that characteristically, ionospheric convection behaves in 

this way and that this would be a very interesting starting point for further inquiry into this sub

ject.

Combined with previous observations of events leading up to substorm onset, this sur-
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vey suggests that the events leading up to substorms follow certain patterns in a strong majority 

of cases. Figure 5.1 shows these behaviors in a “characteristic sketch” of the expected events 

before substorm onset. The top panel shows the nightside evolution of a substorm as the auroral 

oval expands equatorward for a half-hour before onset of the expansion phase. The next panel 

shows the dayside precipitation region moving equatorward at the start of the growth phase with 

a movement back towards the pole at 10 minutes before onset. The third panel shows IMF Bz at 

the magnetopause. A southward IMF starts the growth phase at T ~ -30 minutes and a north

ward turn at T ~ -10 minutes Panel 4, based on the results of Deehr and Lummerzheim [2001] 

(figure 1.6), shows the observed increase of the red-to-blue and red-to-green ratios before sub

storm onset. Panel 5 a behavior of ionospheric convection velocities that may be characteristic, 

but based on the data in this survey can not definitively said to be so. It should be noted that 

while the characteristic events described in this study are shown in figure 5.1 to commence si

multaneously at T~ -10 min, it is just as possible that these could happen sequentially as the be

ginning of this poleward motion has been observed to start anywhere between 5 and 20 minutes 

before substorm onset. It is the hope of the author that further studies, with the help of more and 

better data, will be able to sort out more precisely, the causal relationships (if any) between 

these observations and substorm onset.
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-25 -20 -15 -10 -5 Onset +5

Minutes Before Onset

Figure 5.1 Sketch of the characteristic behavior of the nightside aurora, dayside aurora, IMF Bz, charac
teristic electron energy (represented by the red-to-green and red-to-blue ratios) and possibly dayside con
vection velocity in the minutes leading up to substorm onset.
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Appendix: Dayside MSP Observations

The figures (figures A.l - A.3) compiled in this section are the dayside MSP keograms 

for events in this survey, not shown in earlier sections. As with previously shown figures of this 

type, onset is marked with a vertical red line, and if a poleward movement is seen, it underlined 

with a white line.
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Figure A.l Dayside keograms for substorms on December 4 and December 6, 1999
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Figure A.2 Dayside keograms for substorms on January 15 and December 19, 2001
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Figure A.3 Dayside keograms for substorms on January 19, 2002 and January 1, 2004


